
LIGHTENED, ENLIGHTENED, EXTENDED PRODUCTIVITY.
LIGHTEN THE LOAD DOING BUSINESS ON THE ROAD.

ThinkVision M15

FEATURES OF THINKVISION M15 MONITOR

Make productivity portable with ThinkVision M15. Its stunning form factor is meticulously 
designed to expand and match the screen real estate of multiple kinds of laptop, this 
light and slim 15.6-inch FHD resolution mobile monitor weighs just 860g1 while its 
head measures a mere 6 mm thick, making it perfect for multi-screen multitasking 
like spreadsheets in an airport lounge or sharing a presentation with a prospect in a 
restaurant.
Equipped with two identical USB Type-C2 ports, the monitor gives users indispensable 
Power Pass Through capability. That means they can power both the monitor and the 
laptop with a single power adapter, up to 65W3, plugged into one port with a USB 
Type-C2 cable connected to the computer from the other port. Or they can simply power 
M15 from the laptop using just one USB Type-C2 connection.
With safety ever in ThinkVision’s minds, the M15 mobile monitor also comes equipped 
with TÜV Rheinland certified Low Blue Light technology, which protects users from 
eyestrain caused by certain frequencies of blue light. Simply turn it on with the press of a 
button.

XS size, XL UX
Taking M15 on the road may mean more hours of operation. With that 
in mind, it’s thoughtfully designed to care for users’ eyes by protecting 
them from eye fatigue and strain caused by harmful, high-energy 
blue-wavelength light. This is done with TÜV Rheinland Low Blue Light 
certified technology that can be switched on in an instant and left on for 
as long as users choose. Thought has even been given to the unboxing 
experience, with newly designed, easy-opening packaging that takes just 
seconds to have the monitor in users’ hands. To keep its already modest 
weight down, M15’s protective sleeve is lightweight, modern and elegant. 
And it even mounts to the wall by a VESA 100 mm fixture for a more 
stable solution when users spend time in the office.

M15 handles power with elegance and simplicity. Its true one-cable design 
solution means it can run off a single USB Type-C2 cable that delivers 
images, audio and data, as well as power, to the monitor from a connected 
laptop for supreme convenience on the road. But add to that its second, 
identical USB Type C2 port and its invaluable Power Pass Through function 
allows both the monitor and the laptop to be charged from a single USB 
Type-C2 power plug. On top of enjoying this convenient design for power, 
users can also connect flash disks, earphones or other compatible USB 
Type-C2 devices through the monitor’s second USB Type-C2 port when it’s 
not in use.

Stay in charge with Power Pass ThroughLighter. Slimmer. Winner.
M15 does the heavy lifting of your productivity in a surprisingly light 
package. Just 860g1 and measuring no more than 6 mm through its 
head, this considerately crafted mobile monitor doubles users’ screen 
space with a 15.6-inch, In-Plane Switching panel, FHD display, the 
perfect resolution for a monitor of its size. With expanded screen real 
estate, work such as comparing detailed spreadsheets is made so 
much easier, multitasking is a breeze and colleagues or salespeople 
can mirror or extend their screen to give prospective clients a 
presentation on their own screen, face to face, even in public spaces. 
Thanks to M15’s integrated, fold-out stand with height adjustment, the 
monitor will raise up to align with a laptop for the most seamless user 
experience.
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ThinkVision M15

Depending on many factors such as the processing capability of peripheral devices, file attributes, and other factors related to system configuration and operating environments, the actual transfer rate using the various USB 
connectors on this device will vary and is typically slower than the data rates as defined by the respective USB specifications:  5 Gbit/s for USB 3.1 Gen 1; 10 Gbit/s for USB 3.1 Gen 2 & 20 Gbit/s for USB 3.2.

© 2021 Lenovo. All rights reserved. These products are available while supplies last. Prices shown are subject to change without notice. For any questions concerning price, please contact your Lenovo Account Executive. 
Lenovo is not responsible for photographic or typographic errors. Warranty: For a copy of applicable warranties, write to: Warranty Information, 500 Park Offices Drive, RTP, NC 27709, U.S.A, Attn: Dept. ZPYA/B600. Lenovo 
makes no representation or warranty regarding third-party products or services. Trademarks: Lenovo, the Lenovo logo, Rescue and Recovery, ThinkPad, ThinkCentre, ThinkStation, ThinkVantage, ThinkVision, and ThinkColour 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Lenovo. Microsoft, Windows, and Vista are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Inside, Intel Core, and Core Inside are trademarks of Intel 
Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.

1Actual weight may vary due to components, manufacturing process and options.     2 USB Type-C® and USB-C® are registered trademarks of USB Implementers Forum.  3Listed as maximum capacity of power delivery. Actual 
capacity of power delivery may vary depending upon devices connected or monitor configuration and may decline with downstream USB ports connected or higher brightness setting.   4This software can only be used with 
Windows 10.

DISPLAY 

Panel Size  
15.6-inch

Screen Dimensions  
360.0 mm x 234.0 mm

Panel Type  
In-Plane Switching                            

Active Area  
344.16 mm x 193.59 mm

Backlight  
WLED 

Aspect Ratio 
16:9 

Resolution  
1920 x 1080

Pixel Pitch  
0.1793 mm x 0.1793 mm

Dot/Pixel Per Inch (DPI/PPI)  
141

Viewing Angle (H x V@CR 10:1)  
178° / 178° 

Response Time  
6ms (Extreme Mode)                                
14ms (Normal Mode)

Refresh Rate 
60 Hz

Brightness (typical) 
250 cd/m²

Contrast Ratio (typical) 
1000:1 

Dynamic Contrast Ratio (typical)  
3M:1

Color Gamut  
45% NTSC (CIE 1931)

Color Support (typical) 
16.7 Million 

Anti-glare                                                    

Yes

CONNECTIVITY 
Video Signal 
2 x USB Type-C 3.2 Gen1 (DP1.2 Alt Mode)               

USB Hub                                                     
Yes

USB Upstream                                                  
1 x USB 2.0  (1 by USB Type-C)

USB Downstream                                                 
1 x USB 2.0  (1 by USB Type-C)

SPECIAL FEATURE 
Software 
Lenovo ThinkColour                                        
(Lenovo Display Control Center)4

Others 
Height Adjustment

POWER 
Power Consumption (typical/max) 
8W / 9.5W

Power Consumption Sleep/Off Mode 
< 0.3W

Power Consumption Switch-off Mode 
< 0.3W 

Energystar Power Consumption (Pon/ETEC)  
5W / 19kWh

Power Supply 
External

USB Type-C Power Delivery (W) 
up to 65 W3

Voltage Required  
DC 5/9/15/20 V

MECHANICAL 
Tilt Angle (front/back)  
0° / 90° 

Lift (Max range) 
10 mm

VESA Mount Capability  
 Yes (2 screws holes, 100 mm) 

Kensington Lock Slot  
Yes 

Cable Management 
Yes 

Bezel Color  
Raven Black 

Bezel Width (side)  
7.3 mm

Bezel Width (top/bottom)  
7.3 / 31.9 mm

DIMENSIONS
Size Packed (D x H x W, mm/inch) 
407.9 x 75.9 x 279.9 mm                              
16.06 x 2.99 x 11.02 inches

Size Unpacked w/ Stand (D x H x W, mm/
inch) (lowest position)  
235.5 x 360.0 x 108.4 mm                              
9.27 x 14.17 x 42.67 inches

Size Unpacked w/ Stand (D x H x W,  
mm/inch) (highest position)  
245.5 x 360.0 x 108.4 mm                          
9.66 x 14.17 x 42.67 inches

Weight Packed (kg/lbs.) 
1.69 kg / 3.73 lbs.

Weight Unpacked (kg/lbs.) 
0.86 kg / 1.90 lbs.1

WHAT’S IN THE BOX
1 x M15 Monitor                                                                                                                 
1 x Pair of Clips                                                     
1 x Sleeve 
1 x USB Type-C to Type-C cable (1 m)          
Quick Setup Guide

CERTIFICATION 
ENERGY STAR Certification 
Yes

CCC 
Yes

EPEAT 
Silver

RoHS (EU 2002/95/EC) 
Yes

Windows Certification 
Windows 7, Windows 10

China Energy Efficiency Standard  
Tier 2

TÜV Rheinland Low Blue Light                   
Yes

TÜV Rheinland Flicker Free                        
Yes

Specif ications may vary depending upon region.


